
Wel-Handy-Multi



Automated welding portable
( Standard and Advanced)

The Koike Wel Handy Multi welding carriage are available

in two basis models; standard and advance, with two main

options to cover a wide range of welding positions and

applications, such as horizontal, vertical, tack, weaving

etc. The Wel Handy Multi Models are all light, compact and

have a 4WD. The magnetic force traction with low center

of gravity achieves the highest pulling power and stability

in the market. In addition, vertical up welding is possible

for both Wel Handy Multi Models.

n Maintenance free aluminum diecast body makes it lighter
and durable

n 30 kg magnetic force assures a stable motion and it can
also climb vertically

n Maximum speed of 1500 mm/min can achieve high-
speed welding

n Clearance is highest in the market. It can run over weld
beads easily

n Tack information is digitally input and stored to ensure
repeatability

n Data input by distance not time to ensure same welding
length at different speed 

n It can include arc stable timer, crater time and crater fill
distance in the parameters 

n Digital display shows actual parameters or welding speed 
n Twin Torch option 
n Weaving option
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Welding Portable available in 2 models

Wel Handy Multi Standard
The Wel Handy Multi Standard can be used for flat and

vertical welding. The Twin Torch option can easily be

mounted on the Wel Handy Multi Standard to increase

your productivity while decreasing heat distortion.

Wel Handy Multi Advance
The Wel Handy Multi Advance is equipped with true tack

function for maximum productivity and weld quality. With

the Weaving option you can increase weldability and

quality in multi-pass welding. The Weaving option is only

available for the Wel Handy Multi Advance. The Twin Torch

or the Weaving option can easily be mounted on the Wel

Handy Multi Advance.
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Scope of delivery:

n Welding portable Wel-Handy Multi 
n Connection cable 
n Tool set 
n Operation manual

Wel-Handy-Multi

Cutting speed 150-1500 mm/min, left/right run

Control 4 wheel drive with magnetic attraction
system

Traction power 30,0 kg

Burner support Vertical stroke and horizontal, 45 mm
adjustable

Guide roller Scanning height adjustable to 10, 20 and 38
mm

Auto stop function End limit with electric arc interruption

Power supply 42V AC

Machine dimensions (WxHxD) 262 mm x 265 mm x 260 mm

Weight 6,9 kg (Standard) /6,8 kg (Advance)

Available options

Twin torch option Curved torch holder

Weaving unit 42V (only advance)



KOIKE – the spirit of cutting.

Advanced technology combined with face to face relationship and an in-depth

understanding of customers cutting needs – that’s what KOIKE as a Japanese manufacturer 

of oxy-fuel, plasma and laser cutting technology stands for.

Customers are companies active in shipbuilding, steel construction, vehicle manufacturing, fabrication

and other heavy metal industries - they all trust on more than 90 years of KOIKE’s cutting expertise.

KOIKE Engineering Germany GmbH 
Pappelweg 8 • 61169 Friedberg, Germany
Phone +49 (0) 6031 161571 -00
Fax +49 (0) 6031 161571 -01
www.koike-engineering.com • info@koike-engineering.com

KOIKE EUROPE B.V.
Grote Tocht 19 • 1507 CG Zaandam, Netherlands
Phone +31 (0) 75 6 12 72 27
Fax +31 (0) 75 6 70 22 71
www.koike.nl • info@koike.nl


